Team Meeting -- Week # 27  
Date: 07/29/2020  
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

PROTOCOL - Meeting only by Agenda

Officers Team (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- Pavithra

EC Team (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- Raj
- Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- Kirthika
- Mahendran
- Shanker

1. Kadhai ketkalam Vanga
   - 33 videos in total 24 videos have been sent out
   - Promo in process

2. Thirukural Neram
   - 220th Kural posted
   - 20 kural processed
   - YouTube scheduled
   - 130 thirukural in reservation

3. Inisai Neram
   - 2 weeks of reserve
   - Content to be provided for next 3 weeks
   - Lot of kids participants, good reach
4. Thamizhe Amudhey
   ● 20th week
   ● 25th week to be celebrated - TBD

5. Youth
   ● 100+ overall good registration
   ● Next week the session continues and will be the last week
   ● Decoding AP program - Prabhu working on flyers
   ● August 4 & 5th planning TBD

6. Education
   ● Tamil Competition Meeting took place filtered to hosting 4 only process TBD
   ● Artificial Intelligence - August 9th

7. Charity

8. Aathichudi kickoff
   ● Template in planning
   ● Team TBD August 2nd or 3rd 60 days project

9. Saimakalam Vanga
   ● Krithika to lead
   ● Email ID to be created
   ● Newsletter to have information

10. Media Committee
    ● School registrations flyers
    ● To be marketed on Facebook and other social media

11. GACC update from
    ● BOD is handling

12. Girish Modi funds clarifications from Public questions -
    ● Content in progress to be shared to team for GB newsletter
    ● Swamy provided content
    ● Let us put the content correctly for the General Body.
    ● Jay I believe we have added the content will review again
    ● Raj - why does the information go out diplomatic
    ● Jay - Ram and Jay met with Girish Modi and he was content with the newsletter communication

13. Tech team
    Rajkumar’s Wife Gayatri helped to test the salesforce Application
    Document shared to the Business with the findings
Jay’s update to Team.

- BOD meeting on Tax filing ER Meeting, was done last week, Bala did not join the meeting.
- Pazhani was not aware of the tax filing back and forth communication.
- 37500$ provided by Girish Modi with a clause of 1500$ can be used every year. Girish modi had mentioned he would go legal if the money was not returned by the given time, hence it was taken as legal issue.
- 6000$ was used to buy music instrument, but Prakash raised enquiry there is a bill for 3700$ only.
- Bhaskar had passed a resolution that Ram to be the acting Chairman, coz of the negligence of the Tax filing, Pazhani disagreed the statement.
- Pazhani provided MOM after asking but it was extremely generalized, with the missing points added by the members, hence asked for proper MOM.
- Ram - GACC report should also be shared to the GB.
- BOD and EC should come to a set of and GB should join and ask questions.
- Pavitra - please share the document to the EC.
- Swamy - I have to add my point which was missed. Jabar has shared the document.

Mahendran - what if the MOM was not provided by the Chairman as it is, will the issue not be solved.

Ram - it is wrong for people to do something wrong and not acknowledge it. I am not taking anyone’s side I am only asking for taking responsibility.

Jay - Ram and myself had voted for a change so that there is no more thread of emails. But now there is another set of issues that have started up.

Tax filing Committee to check on the situation. Swamy is also in team formed.

Jay proposed neutral team and proposed to add EC member Mahendran.

Complaint on President - Swamy

Since EC Shanker left the team by himself it cannot be blamed on us. But resolution should be passed with him in the team & the resolution will be read out by the Secretary and a vote will be taken. Then will be communicated to Shanker if he is ok he will stay in the team else removed.

Jai - why was this sent out to seniors instead of the chairman, Padma has already filed a complaint.

Why did the Chairman reach out for a complaint from Shanker?

Why was it mentioned that there was no official evidence in the email to the seniors on Shankers issue?

Swamy - The Vice President has to handle this situation according to the By-law when there is a complaint against the President.

Mohan - to Swamy - During the discussion on Girish Modi funds you mentioned you wanted the message to be diplomatically discussed and taken to General Body. Why was the complaint on the President from EC Shanker not taken to the Chairman but instead to older members of GATS?

Swamy - we have to take a resolution on the complaint hence it was taken to seniors for opinion. This can be a legal issue, hence discussing with the team. I would prefer everyone to reach out to the seniors to understand. Since he went out by himself it is not a legal issue.

Complaint raised needs a resolution to be passed so that it can close the issue.

Mahendran - Shanker left the meeting and he was rude to Jay and Raj. He chose to not join the meeting.

Let the resolution be clear.
Rajkumar - he is still in the official communication team. His complaint is void.

Shan- all he has to do is he needs to say that he won’t do it again that is what the resolution is for.

Pavitra - Why has the complaint not been seen chronologically, Padma was the first person to send out the complaint to Chairman, on EC Shanker.